Platforms Project 2018 involves 56 platforms/artists groups from 17 countries in an independent art fair with exhibitions, open studios, and a parallel programme of lectures and discussions, creating a global network of independent artistic groups and spaces. Taking place in Athens, Greece from 17-20 May, Platforms Project 2018 will be the largest meeting of collectives-platforms yet organised.

Platforms Project 2018 is presented from 17 to 20 May 2018 at the "Nikos Kessanlis" Exhibition Hall of the Athens School of Fine Arts (Piraeus str. 256, TK 182 35 Ag. Ioannis Rentis), including a rich and multifaceted program of lectures, videos and performances by the participating teams.

Following the successful edition “Platforms Project - Independent Art Fair 2017”, featuring 42 platforms from 17 countries, enabling thousands of viewers to get contact with the independent art scene and artists' groups, Platforms Project 2018 will be the largest meeting of collectives-platforms of all previous years.

After receiving hundreds of applications from 24 countries in the open internet call, Platforms Project 2018 will feature 56 platforms from 17 countries (Europe, Russian Federation & North America), 41 cities, and more than 600 artists:

- **24hrs Project (Switzerland)**, AC Institute, NYC (USA), AKA x UAS (Canada), ALISN & Darling Pearls & Co (UK), ARTIA GALLERY (Greece), Autobiographical Systems (Greece), Academie (Netherlands), BEASTON Projects (UK), Binary art group (Cyprus), Bureau d'Art et de Recherche (France), Candyland (Sweden), CAT project and cult story makers (Greece), Come alone do not call cops (Greece & France), CUBE ART EDITIONS (Greece), DAILY TEMPORARY (Sweden), DAS ESSZIMMER art (Germany), DIENSTGEBÄUDE Art Space Zurich (Switzerland), Ed Video (Canada), EN FLO (Greece), EX-MÉKH (Netherlands), Fragment S (Sweden), Fronteer (UK), Future Scenarios (Netherlands & Greece), Gallery ABC (Russia), 'Yαν[matter]HYLE (Greece), IDI Galleri (Sweden), International Fine Arts Consortium / IFAC Arts (USA), IS-projects (Netherlands), Kunstenaarsinitiatief | elders
The aim of the Platforms Project is to be the core of creativity, showcasing the pioneering positions in art, and to develop relationships between the platforms. Thus, Platforms Project has created within its six years of operation a global network of independent artistic groups and spaces in direct communication with each other.

### Similar content

- **POSTED ON** 18 APR 2016
  - **Limerick | EVA International 2016**

- **POSTED ON** 07 DEC 2010
  - **India Art Summit**

- **POSTED ON** 28 JUN 2016
  - **15th International Triennial of Tapestry | Łódź, Poland**

- **POSTED ON** 07 FEB 2017
  - **Ljubljana | Future Architecture Platform - Matchmaking Conference**

- **POSTED ON** 16 NOV 2016
  - **Kochi-Muziris Biennale | with symposium on emerging platforms**

- **POSTED ON** 16 APR 2021
  - **Austria | Salzburg International Summer Academy of Fine Arts 2021 - scholarships available**
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